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Meteorologist Kait Parker is doing more than chasing the “fake news” storm
surrounding climate change—she’s fighting back on behalf of science

MC
MAKE
CHANGE
The Earth’s average
temperature has
risen about 2 degrees
Fahrenheit since the
late 19th century, and
most of that warming
has occurred over the
past 35 years (2016 was
the warmest year). Do
your part to protect the
planet by donating to the
N ATURAL R ESOURCES
D EFENSE C OUNCIL at
hearstforhumanity.
com/mceco
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By BEN ADLER

s a meteorologist for The Weather
Channel’s weather.com, Kait Parker spent
a lot of the 2016 presidential campaign
frustrated that climate change was largely
ignored. (It was also called a “hoax” by
then-candidate Donald Trump.) Then, in
late November, right-wing news website
breitbart.com published an article
alleging that the Earth is cooling, not warming, and used a
portion of a video Parker had filmed about La Niña (when
Pacific Ocean temperatures are cooler than average) to
bolster its claims. Parker, 30, produced a withering video in
response, debunking Breitbart’s story point by point. The
“alternative facts” kept coming, so Parker turned the video
into a series called “Science Is Real,” wherein she corrects
false claims about a variety of science topics. Here, the
Atlanta-based reporter discusses her foray into politics,
who inspires her work, and weather.com’s ongoing “United
States of Climate Change” series, which is documenting the
impacts of climate change in all 50 states.

MARIE CLAIRE: WHY DID YOU DECIDE TO BECOME
A METEOROLOGIST?
KAIT PARKER: I was born and raised in Texas by a math

teacher and a firefighter who was also a storm spotter for
the National Weather Service. So I grew up with a love for,
and fascination with, the weather, and also with a love of
math and science. My father is on a rescue-and-response
team, so he’s always responded to every natural disaster.
He was always going and picking up the pieces [in the
aftermath of natural disasters], and I thought, Well, what
can I do on the front end to save these lives in the first place?
MC: WHEN DID YOUR WORK TAKE A POLITICAL TURN?
KP: I did climate-change-related videos on a regular basis,

whenever there was breaking news—the warmest month
on record, as the glaciers melted even more, as the sea ice
reached a new record low. It became apparent that doing
these videos that just stated the facts wasn’t going to cut it
anymore—we needed to do more. The pinnacle of that
discussion came when breitbart.com decided to use a video
about La Niña to imply that it supported the claim that the
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climate was cooling. The entire team here said,
“Well, that’s just not true, so what are we going
to do about it?” We felt the need to combat some
of these “alternative facts,” because it wasn’t just
Breitbart and it wasn’t just this one example. For
instance, if a senator brings a snowball into the
chambers to prove that climate change doesn’t
exist, we can say, “No, that’s weather, which can
change from minute to minute—not the climate
[which is the average weather over time].” So it’s
a way for us to clarify what’s true and what’s false.
MC: DO YOU THINK THERE’S STILL HOPE OF
AVERTING CLIMATE CHANGE NOW THAT
PRESIDENT TRUMP HAS DECIDED TO PULL
THE U.S. OUT OF THE PARIS AGREEMENT?
KP: Climate change isn’t some distant worry

for our grandchildren: It is happening now,
and it is happening in every state. Yet there
are reasons to remain optimistic. More than
190 other countries around the world are
more committed than ever, communities
within the U.S. have vowed to stick to the Paris
Agreement, and green energy will continue to
grow. So is it a disappointment? Yes. But is it
catastrophic? Not unless we give up.
MC: HOW DID “UNITED STATES OF CLIMATE
CHANGE” COME ABOUT?
KP: Just because you live in Kansas doesn’t

mean you’re immune to the effects of climate
change. We wanted to tell the stories of the
people who are currently affected by climate
change, not future projections. One story I love,
called “The Lobster Prince,” is about a little
boy who stands to inherit his family’s lobster
business in Maine. That sounds wonderful,

except this part of Maine has had one of the
greatest increases in water temperature that
we’ve seen, and that can have a significant
impact on lobsters. The lobsters have already
started migrating farther north into Canadian
territories. This little 11-year-old loves being out
on the boat with his family and catching these
lobsters, and that’s all he wants to do with his
life, but he may not be able to, because there
may not be a business for him to inherit. We’ll
have a story like that from every state.

board, and those who are more open to it and
would like to learn more, regardless of their
political beliefs. There are also countless
scientists out there—the people collecting ice
cores and analyzing them, the people crunching
the numbers and doing the research, and the
people who read it and try to communicate it
and build even more on that work and say,
“How can we take this a step further?” That
group right there is how I have hope every day.
And then there’s the public who are pushing to

IS IT A DISAPPOINTMENT [THAT THE U.S.
PULLED OUT OF THE PARIS AGREEMENT]?
YES. BUT IS IT CATASTROPHIC?
NOT UNLESS WE GIVE UP.
MC: DO YOU SEE ANY EVIDENCE OF CHANGING
MINDS AMONG CONSERVATIVES?
KP: Any time we stay in our own echo chamber,

make climate science a priority—they are an
inspiration and far outnumber the deniers.
They are the reason why I get up every morning.

it’s dangerous. If the videos I’m creating are
seen by someone who may not have seen or
heard that point of view before because it’s not
a part of the bubble they live in, I would hope
that it would at least spark a question.

MC: ON A LIGHTER NOTE, WE HEAR YOU WED
A FELLOW METEOROLOGIST ON EARTH DAY.
KP: Yes, my husband, Michael Lowry, is a

MC: COVERING CLIMATE CHANGE CAN BE
DEPRESSING. HOW DO YOU HANDLE IT?
KP: There’s about 10 percent of the population

you will never convince that climate change is
real. But it helps me to remember that the vocal
climate-change deniers are a small minority.
There’s the other 90 percent: those who don’t
need to be convinced because they’re already on

hurricane specialist. We’re warm-weather
people and wanted a climate where there was
going to be a high of 80 and a low of 60. We
decided to get married in the Florida panhandle,
and when we looked at dates, it was a happy
accident that we chose Earth Day. I said, “Oh,
April 22 is a Saturday.” And then we looked at it,
and I was like, “And it’s Earth Day! It’s perfect.” I
mean, if that’s not a sign, then I don’t know what
is. And we were blessed with perfect weather.

UNITED STATES

LIGHTS, CAMERA, CLIMATE ACTION

In his new
documentary,
An Inconvenient
Sequel, Al Gore
(second from left)
meets with people
affected by Typhoon
Haiyan in the
Philippines, 2016
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If 2006’s An Inconvenient Truth was former Vice President Al Gore’s
warning to the world about the potentially catastrophic effects of climate
change, his latest documentary, An Inconvenient Sequel, out July 28, is his
way of saying, “See, I told you!” The film’s most jaw-dropping imagery
focuses on extreme weather events, which climate change is making more
frequent and more severe. There are shoes melting off people’s feet as they
cross a street in India amid a heat wave, mass graves in the Philippines for
the 6,300 victims of Typhoon Haiyan, and, here in the U.S., freak “rain
bombs” in Arizona and fatal floods in Louisiana. As Gore says in the film,
“Future generations will say … ‘Couldn’t you hear what Mother Nature was
screaming back at you?’”
But there are bright spots, too, like a scene in Georgetown, Texas, where
Mayor Dale Ross, a Republican, has committed to making his city one of
the first in the U.S. to be 100 percent powered by renewable energy. Such
examples help the film make a compelling case for action, regardless of
politics. “We have to stop making this a partisan problem,” says codirector
Bonni Cohen. “It’s a reality we all have to face together.” The question is:
Will the world listen this time? —Kayla Webley Adler
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Al Gore returns in this summer’s An Inconvenient Sequel
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Weird Science
Before a woman in Arkansas can take the abortion pill,
her doctor is bound by a 2015 law to tell her that if she
changes her mind during the procedure, it may be
reversible. The problem: There isn’t sufficient research
to back that up. But it hasn’t stopped lawmakers in five
states from introducing bills this year that would
require similar scripts. “Forcing physicians to lie to
patients is repugnant,” says Laura McQuade, president
and CEO of Planned Parenthood Great Plains.
Medical abortion requires a woman to take two
different drugs, and if she takes only the first, there’s a
chance the pregnancy will continue. But there is no
proof that any treatment will ensure that outcome,
according to The American Congress of Obstetricians
and Gynecologists (ACOG). In 2012, a study—which the
ACOG criticized—claimed that four of six women who

The latest trend in pro-life laws:
forcing doctors to mislead patients

took the first abortion drug were able to carry their
pregnancies to term after receiving a progesterone
treatment (a hormone that helps maintain pregnancy).
Kristi Hamrick, a spokesperson for Americans United
for Life, defended the measures as giving “women
information they need to make choices.” But Elizabeth
Nash of the Guttmacher Institute says providers would
never start an abortion unless a woman was fully
informed and sure of her decision.
It isn’t the first time states have pushed misleading
abortion bills this year. This spring, Texas lawmakers
advanced a measure that would protect doctors who
withhold information from women about fetal
abnormalities to prevent abortions; similar laws have
passed in at least 12 states. Such measures give new
meaning to the term “spin doctor.” —Dana Liebelson

UNITED STATES

BABY, IT’S WARM OUTSIDE
The reason why some women are deciding not to have kids may surprise you
In cities nationwide, women are
getting together to tell one another
it’s OK not to have babies. Their
reasons aren’t because of money or
careers, but because of climate
change. It sounds like a fringe idea,
but the group Conceivable Future
disagrees. Since 2015, its founders
have hosted 26 house parties,
attended by 600 people, where the
possibility of not having children
because of the planet’s uncertain
future feels rational—not nuts.
“People are still shocked when they
ask why I don’t have children and I
68
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tell them ‘for environmental reasons,’” says Shannon O., 38, who
attended a party last year. “People
who choose not to have kids for this
reason are often judged harshly.”
That judgment is why
Conceivable Future exists. “When
people hear about us, they say, ‘I’m
so glad you’re here; I don’t feel crazy
anymore,’” says cofounder Meghan
Kallman, 33. She and cofounder
Josephine Ferorelli stress that the
parties are not about encouraging
women not to have kids, but about
providing a supportive space to

discuss fears. Attendees complete
writing exercises, talk in small
groups, and can write or film a
testimony about their decision.
“We have conversations about
having kids, and it’s all based on
the assumption that the future will
resemble the past,” says Ferorelli,
34. “But at the same time, we know
change is coming quickly, and we
have to wonder what the future
will actually look like, and how we
live in that future.” Now there’s a
topic for your next dinner with the
parents. —Claire Trageser

ST EPH SPEIR S
SPREADING
SOLAR POWER
HER INSPIRATION: The price
of rooftop solar panels has
fallen dramatically in recent
years, but 90 million U.S.
households remain locked
out of the market because
they rent, have a shaded or
insufficient roof, or because
they still can’t afford them.
HER BIG IDEA: In 2015, Steph
Speirs and Steve Moilanen
launched Solstice to bring
those potential green-energy
consumers into the fold. “We
thought, How do you put solar
in the hands of consumers
much faster?” says Speirs, 32.
The Boston-based company
sells subscriptions to community solar farms—large-scale
panel installations that electricity users can buy power
from, lowering their bills by 10
percent, or up to $300 a year.
RESULTS: Solstice has nine
community solar projects
in Massachusetts that power
1,300 homes, saving the
planet from carbon emissions
equivalent to burning
6.4 million pounds of coal
a year. One client is First
Parish Unitarian Church in
Bridgewater, which couldn’t
put panels on its roof because
it’s a historic landmark. Once
the pastor had signed on,
word spread, and soon many
parishioners decided to use
solar to power their homes,
too. “Solar is contagious,”
says Speirs, who is introducing Solstice in New York this
year. Especially when there’s
no roof required. —B.A.
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Pro-choice
activists wait for a
ruling in front of
the Supreme Court
in Washington,
D.C., 2016

